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VIRTUAL CELEBRATIONS   

KARGIL VIJAY DIWAS 

"If death strikes before I prove my blood, I swear, I will kill 

death"- Captain Manoj Kumar Pandey, Paramveer Chakra 

Kargil War, 1999. 

Pallavi Model School, Bowenpally, paid tribute to the  

Indian Defence Services on the occasion of  Kargil Vijay  

Diwas. Kargil Vijay Diwas is commemorated every year on 

26th July to observe India's victory over Pakistan in the war 

of 1999 for the liberation of sections of the Kargil district in 

Ladakh. The Kargil War was fought for more than 60 days 

and ended on 26th July 1999. 

The students of Grades 11 and 12 performed a dance and 

gave a PowerPoint presentation on Kargil War.  

The presentation also highlighted the plight of the family 

members of the deceased Army officers. 

The program reminded everyone of the sacrifices made by 

our Indian Army to ensure our safety. 

 Then Principal— Ms. Shailaja Reddy, shared her memories 

of the year 1999 and the situation that prevailed during the 

Kargil War.  

 Vice-Principal - Ms. Sindhu Jayaraj, appreciated the  

students for their wonderful dance performance and presen-

tation. The event concluded with the National 

 Anthem. 

 

He who plants a tree, plants a hope! 

To brighten hope for a greener tomorrow, a special 

 assembly on 'World Nature Conservation Day' was  

conducted by the students of grade VIII at Pallavi Model 

School, Bowenpally. Celebrated on 28th July across the 

World, the World Nature Conservation day is designed to 

raise awareness about protecting our precious nature and 

natural resources. With problems like deforestation and 

 illegal wildlife trade on the rise, nature conservation or  

protection has become a very important issue of mankind. 

The assembly commenced with the Morning Prayer.  

Thereafter, students spoke about the importance of healthy 

environment, the foundation for a stable and productive  

society. 

Children displayed many slogans on the theme to ensure the 

well-being of present and future generations, we must all 

participate to protect, conserve and manage our natural 

 resources. Serving as a knowledgeable base, this enriching 

morning assembly was indeed an extraordinary experience 

for everyone. 

The students were able to successfully deliver the  

message- only if everyone works together and conserves  

nature, can one live happily on earth. 



    VANAMAHOTSAV 

Pre Primary wing celebrated Vanamahotsav on 7th July 

2021. Kids and their mothers   decked up in green colour 

attire. Vanmahotsav means the festival of trees, which we 

celebrate every year in the July. Students understood the 

importance of planting and tending of trees in preventing 

global warming, reducing pollution and promoting rainfall. 

This led to enthusiastic discussions which was followed by 

planting of saplings and sowing of seeds. Kids showed 

great eagerness while doing this activity. 



        PRE-PRIMARY VIRTUAL CELEBRATIONS 

Bonalu is a Telangana Hindu Festival where Goddess  

Mahakali is worshipped. It is an annual festival celebrated 

in the twin Cities of Hyderabad and Secunderabad. Bonalu 

is celebrated usually during Ashada Masa that falls in July/

August. 

The word Bonam means Bhojanam. It is an offering to the 

Mother Goddess.  

 Pre Primary celebrated Bonalu on 30th July 2021. 

 Ms. Ramya, parent of Mahonath Reddy UKG B  narrated 

about the  festival Bonalu  followed by dance  with exquis-

itely decorated mud pots on their head. 

"Friends are like walls. 

Sometimes you lean on them and sometimes it’s good just 

knowing they are there.” 

Friendship Day celebrates our relationship with people 

whom we love and cherish. Keeping this in mind. 

Pre Primary wing celebrated the ‘Bond of Friendship’ on 

29th July 2021 with fun-filled activities. 

The tiny tots watched story videos on friendship which 

helped them understand the value of friendship, trust and 

loyalty. 

They made friendship band in their art class and tied them 

to their mom and siblings. Some fun-filled quality time 

with their parents, made their day extra special. 



VIRTUAL CELEBRATIONS  

"As you walk with the Guru, you walk in the light of existence, away 
from the darkness of ignorance". 
 
Students of grade V , VI,  VII wishing their teachers " HAPPY GURU 
PURNIMA 

Guru Purnima– The  meaning of Guru and the relationship 

between Guru and Shishya was well depicted through a  

video. The Hindu Scriptures contain magnificent stories to 

teach in a subtle manner, the relationship between Guru and 

disciple. The Guru Gita aptly describes the Guru as a  

dispeller of “darkness” and originates from the letters 

 “Gu”  – which means “darkness” and “ru” - which 

means to “dispel”. 

The Guru shatters “Avidya” ignorance and gives ‘light’ of 

knowledge. The Guru-disciple relationship is the loftiest 

and the most sacred. 

 

BONALU CELEBRATION  

PRIMARY SCHOOL 



VIRTUAL CELEBRATIONS 

“Don't strip the stripes from the scenery : Save the Tiger”. 

As we all know Tigers are one of the greatest, majestic, ani-

mals in the world. Global Tiger Day is celebrated every year 

on July 29th as a way to raise awareness about this magnifi-

cent but endangered big cat.  It was started  in 2010, when 

the 13 tiger range countries came together to create Tx2 – 

the global goal to double the number of wild tigers by the 

year 2022. Students of Grade 6 celebrated this day through  

a special assembly on the theme WORLD TIGER DAY on 

a virtual platform in a very well coordinated manner. The 

presentations shared, highlighted the message of spreading 

awareness about tigers and their conservation to ensure 

these species survival. Students spoke about ‘Save Tigers’  

shared important facts about tigers , their pivotal role in bal-

ancing and maintaining the ecosystem. The  Mask Making 

activity also was done  keeping in view that Tigers are one 

of the most beautiful felines that are on the verge of extinc-

tion and should be protected from human cruelties.. Won-

derful poems were recited and slogans cited in various 

 languages in English, Hindi and Telugu. A spectacular skit 

showcasing the pitiful life of a tiger was also presented by 

the students and their inspiring performances encouraged 

the audience to raise awareness about tiger conservation. 

Saving the Tiger is not only our duty but also our responsi-

bility. So lets join hands to save tigers and fight for the right 

of the TIGERS. 

Friends are truly life's treasures. With gentle honesty, they 

are there to guide us, support us, share our laughter and 

tears. Their presence reminds us that we are never alone. 

The school, in order to celebrate one of the most valuable 

relationships, conducted a special event -  ‘Friendship 

Day’ on 30th of July.  

 The program was presented by the students of Grades 8, 9 

and10 on a virtual platform. It started off with the  

welcome address followed by the prayer, pledge and the 

thought for the day.  Anvita of Grade 8 narrated the story 

of Krishna and Sudhama in a poetic form in Telugu, which 

was followed by a brief skit in English, showcasing the 

bond of friendship.  Presented by Sai Harsha and Sanjeev, 

the skit left the audience spell bound. The talk on 

‘friendship band and bond’ by Prerna, was very informa-

tive. 

Another interesting segment of the celebrations was a quiz 

titled ‘Movie Mania’ on films based on friends, conducted 

by Hetal and Keerthan which added fun and entertainment 

to the program. A skit in Hindi was put up by the students 

of Grade 10, Neetu Abhishek, Khushi, Chitrakshi,  

Adivakth and Satweek, highlighting the importance of 

having friends in our lives, and how their presence influ-

ences us. Video editing by Grade 9 student, Ataullah was 

appreciated by all. 

 Ms. Shailaja Reddy, The Principal  lauded the students for 

their splendid compilation of the program and greeted the 

students on account of Friendship Day. She urged the stu-

dents to keep up positive relations with their peers. The 

program ended with the vote of thanks and National An-

them. 

MIDDLE SCHOOL 



EXTEMPORE 
COMPETITIONS 

Extempore is the art of public speaking that is carried out 

without preparation or forethought. It puts to test one’s abil-

ity to think on the spot and also their spontaneity. Oral com-

munication fulfills a number of general and discipline-

specific academic functions. Students need to speak well in 

their personal lives, future workplaces and social interac-

tions. Extempore is one such method which assists the stu-

dents not only in thinking on their own but also in voicing 

their creative ideas with precision. To imbibe a true spirit of 

learning in Pallavians and to enhance their communication 

skills, an Inter House Extempore Competition, was held vir-

tually by Pallavi Model School, Bowenpally. 

The speakers were the students from the class VIII.  The 

topics in the competition were associated with the theme 

“Nature Conservation” -  

1. Save the nature, as we have no another place to live. 

2. Reduce, Reuse and Recycle are ways to save the nature. 

3. Be human and love nature. 

4. Nurture Nature do not torture 

It was held on 9th of July 2021. All the participants got two 

minutes to speak on the given topic. 

The judges Ms. Meena Chauhan, and Ms. Archana  judged 

on the basis of content, relevance to the topic, confidence, 

clarity of speech, time management, use of language and 

grammar, presence of mind and body language. 

The results were as follows : 

I PRIZE - Aditya Narayan Dalai - 8D – Cauvery 

II prize - Mangineni  Ramya Srujana Sri - 8B – Godavari 

III prize - Nubia Farhath - 8G - Ganga 

I consolation prize - M. Dhriti - 8B - Krishna 

II consolation prize - Mahak Daga - 8B - Krishna ,  

P. Ravalika - 8D - Godavari. 

Inter House Extempore Competition-Grade IX 

“Public speaking is the art of diluting a two‐minute idea 

with a two‐hour vocabulary” and it takes a lot more when it 

comes to an extempore.  

An Inter House Extempore Competition was held for the 

students of Class IX on Friday, 09th July, 2021. The objec-

tive of the competition was to make the students confident 

and better  orators . The topics based on the theme ‘ Nature 

Conservation’ were: 

- Cut the greed, not the green 

- Nature doesn’t need people – people need nature 

- Recycle today for a better tomorrow 

- The greatest threat to our planet is the belief that someone 

else will save it 

The criteria for judgement included clarity of thought, con-

tent, oratory skills and confidence. The budding orators 

were judged by Mrs. Manjula  Menon  and Mrs. Sharda.  

The First prize was bagged by Syeda Khadija Nuzhat IXE 

( Cauvery House), second prize went to Amani Saxena 

 IXA (Krishna House), third prize to Aahana Bhattacharjee  

IXE (Ganga House), consolation prize was shared between 

Krishna Nishita IXG (Ganga House) and Ridhi Mishra  

IXG (Cauvery House). 

The judges applauded all the participants and congratulated 

the winners. The manner in which the students presented 

their thoughts and opinions was commendable and praise-

worthy. 

SENIOR SCHOOL 



EXTEMPORE 
COMPETITIONS 

Well said by someone 'Life is like a speech, but we  don't 

learn it, let it be an 'extempore'.  

An inter-house extempore competition was virtually held at 

PALLAVI MODEL SCHOOL, BOWENPALLY on 9th 

July, 2021. The theme of the competition was 'NATURE 

CONSERVATION’. Extempore brings out various facets 

of the person like quick thinking, clear communication, 

unique idea, oratory skills. This competition successfully 

could extract the best out of the children. Everyone ex-

pressed their skills by their fluency, confidence, also their 

catchy and captivating speeches. The topics gave us 

knowledge about various events taking place around na-

ture. The judges for the event congratulated the participants 

and declared the winners in the respective categories.   

The event was organized very professionally with specific 

time given to each participant to prepare and speak. 

 

Neetu Abhishek-Krishna House - 10 E - 1st Prize 

Satweek Pradhan-Cauvery House- 10 B - 2nd Prize 

G Anjali Reddy-Krishna House- 10 A - 3rd Prize 

Teekshana Saraf-Godavari House- 10 D - 1st Consolation  

M Keerthan Goud-Godavari House- 10 G - 2nd  

Consolation  

Chitrakshi-Ganga House- 10 D - 3rd Consolation 

SENIOR SCHOOL 



HALL OF  FAME 

We are proud to announce  

Harshitha Kumari, UKG C   

secured the 2nd position in Inter-

School Story Narration Competi-

tion, held at Sadhu Vaswani Interna-

tional School 

At the Interschool competition - Vismay, conducted 

by Army Public School Bolarum ,Vanshika  Saraf of 

grade 2 bagged the second prize in the Hindi  

Recitation Competition 

Rithima Khanna  of grade 4 won the second prize 

for the  “Eco Friendly Rap”  at the Inter school 

competition—Vismay, conducted by Army Public 

School, Bolarum 

PRE-PRIMARY 

PRIMARY  

WINNERS OF VISMAY INTER SCHOOLCOMPETITION 
 

P.S AARAV 
CLASS-2 

VANSHIKA SARAF – 
CLASS-2 

SUNANDAN–  
CLASS –4 

P.KRISHITA-
CLASS-4 



HALL OF  FAME 

The eRaksha national level competition was organised jointly by 

Cyber Peace Foundation and NCERT . The main goal of  eRaksha  

competition is to enable young people across age groups to become 

responsible netizens and follow the required safety norms .  

Khushi Borad , a student of Pallavi Model School Bowenpally  

 secured the first rank in eRaksha national level Artcade  

Competition 2020 under the college student’s category . 

Pallavi Model School, Bowenpally  presents  Aesthetic Creations-  

 

This painting depicts a squirrel working hard for the harsh winters 

that lie ahead by collecting nuts. I have always loved nature's beauty 

and painting,  it brings me a sense of satisfaction.  

To bring effect in my drawing I have used 18 shades of Artist 

 Water colors.  

I also encourage others to put forth their imagination and thoughts on 

paper and spread the power of art. 

 

Anindita Dutta 10A 

“Inspiration awakens us to new possibilities by allowing us to transcend our ordinary experiences and limitations”. 

Dance brings out the beauty in its best form. To Dance is to be you in the best possible way.  

One such child artist is Tejas, who has been drawing the attention of the viewers with his best dance performance.  

Tejas is an example and inspiration to many today. 

We are coming up with a series of such biographies where we share an inspirational video of one artist. 

INTER SCHOOL DANCE 



INTER—HOUSE  RECITATION  COMPETITION   

"Move in silence. Only speak when it is time to say 

CHECKMATE." PALLAVI MODEL SCHOOL, BOW-

ENPALLY, organised an Inter School Chess Tournament 

on 3rd July, 2021. Students from across the country, Aus-

tralia ,  Canada and Pallavi Group of Schools among other 

schools participated in the tournament. Principal  

Ms. Shailaja Reddy addressed all the  participants and con-

veyed her best wishes. She also interacted with the partici-

pants. The categories in which the students were divided 

were Sub Junior, Junior and Senior. The competition was 

held on an online platform and nearly 1400 students from 

various schools participated. The moderator of the Tourna-

ment was Mr. Sree Krishna. He interacted with the students 

before the tournament and clarified their doubts. The event 

was also graced by our alumni Mr. Aniket Thakkar, who 

has brought laurels to the school with his outstanding skills 

in the game of chess. He motivated the participants to put 

their best foot forward regardless of the result. One of the 

students from Melbourne also expressed that he was happy 

to be a part of a Tournament of this magnitude . All the stu-

dents were very eager to showcase their 

talent. They had to play 7 rounds to complete the tourna-

ment. This tournament not only helped the students of dif-

ferent schools to interact and know each other, but also 

helped strengthen the friendly relations between schools. 

INTER SCHOOL CHESS TOURNAMAENT 

 The Tournament saw unbelievable participation of more than 1300 entries not only from India but also from Canada 

and Australia in various categories. 

Congratulations to the winners! 



INTER HOUSE EMOJI DESIGNING COMPETITION   

 

World Emoji Day is celebrated to represent an idea or an emotion through electronic means. World Emoji Day is observed 

on July 17 and is a day of celebration of all emoji’s. In today’s world internet plays a key role wherein communication 

goes far beyond a simple text message. Emoji is a small digital icon becoming popular these days and is an integral part of 

our conversation.  

Pallavi Model School, Bowenpally , conducted an Inter House Emoji Designing Competition for the students of Grade V, 

VI & VII  on the topic *‘WORLD EMOJI DAY’. 

 The judgement criteria was as follows – Colour Scheme, Relevance, Emoji Creation, 3D effects on Emoji’s and Overall 

Poster Designing. The judges were Ms Geeta Yadav and Ms Harika. The winners of this competition were.  

 

The presentation was a visual treat for the judges and audience through their beautiful crafted ideas, design and creative 

slides with an emotional connection to the concept and message. 

 

 

Grade VI  
I  prize -  P.Akshith –6A - Krishna House,  
II  prize - Jenisha Jethin –6D- Godavari House,  
III prize -Akshara Vooturi –6C- Cauvery House, 
 I Consolation – Poojitha- 6G –Ganga House.  

Grade VII 
I prize Epsitha - 7D - Krishna House,  
II prize – Sri Varsha –7A-  Cauvery House,  
III  prize –Adithya Sharma –7D-  Krishna House,  
I Consolation – Nithya –7B- Cauvery House. 
 

Grade V  
I  prize -  Janav Duggar - 5I- Cauvery House,  
II prize - Varun Teja -5C- Godavari House,  
III prize - Kauski Kumari -5E- Ganga House, 
 I Consolation - Shanmuka Bhanu -5E- Godavari 
House  
II Consolation – Keerthi Jaithwal - 5I- Cauvery 
House.  



INTER—HOUSE RECITATION  COMPETITION   

Reading through books is not the only medium of learning, 

fun-filled activities and competitions to help in enhancing 

the learning process. Keeping this in mind a II Language 

Recitation competition was organized on 8th July 2021 for 

the students of Grade-5. With an aim to develop confidence, 

self-awareness and communication skills, these activities 

help in removing stage fright. 

The students participated with full enthusiasm and recited 

the poems with proper  expressions and voice modulation. 

Children got an opportunity to exhibit their talent and 

confidence. The activity was organized to explore and  

encourage speaking skills and uplift the confidence in them. 

It was an enriching experience for the spectators and an  

enjoyable experience for the participants. The judges  

applauded the performance of the students and encouraged 

them. 

The judges for the Hindi recitation competition  were  

Ms.Arvinder Kaur and Ms. Shika Kabra and  the judges for 

Telugu poem recitation competition were Ms. Uma Padmaja 

and Ms.. Harathi. 

Students were judged on the criteria : Presentation, 

 Effectiveness, Pronunciation and Confidence. 

Winners of the Telugu  Poem  Recitation competition: 

1st : K. Varun Teja -   5C  - Godavari House 

2nd: M . Varunika -  5A -  Godavari House 

3rd: Devishree Atmakuri - 5A -  Ganga House 

Consolation 1: W.Geetika -   5C - Godavari House 

Consolation 2 : E.Vilohith - 5B -  Krishna House 

Winners Of Hindi Poem Recitation Competition:  

1st : Janav -  5I -  Cauvery house 

2nd: Samrat  - 5F -  Cauvery house 

3rd: Palak  -  5G -  Krishna house 

Consolation 1: Ishika Garg -  5I - Ganga house 

“Poetry is simply the most beautiful ,impressive and widely 

effective mode of saying things”.                                               

 An Inter –House Poetry Recitation competition was  

organised on 8th July 2021 in both Hindi and Telugu for 

Grade 6 .                        

The students enthusiastically participated in the competition 

as they got an opportunity  to exhibit their talent. The theme 

for Telugu recitation was Friendship  and that of Hindi was 

Life during lockdown. The young poets enthralled the  

audience with their articulation and memory skills while 

reciting the poems. Students were judged on the criteria  

confidence, voice modulation, memorization and overall 

presentation. The judges for the Telugu recitation  competi-

tion were Ms Padmaja  and Ms Saritha and for  Hindi were  

Ms Chaya and Ms Sadhana. They  gave their valuable  in-

puts and encouraged the students.  

Winners of the Telugu Poem Recitation competition:  

1st : K.NAGA KRISHITHA - 6C-GODAVARI HOUSE 

2nd: V.AKSHARA- 6C -CAUVERY HOUSE 

3rd: S.SOHAN GOUD -6A- KRISHNA HOUSE 

Consolation 1: HAARIKA  -6B – GANGA AND  A.HAASINI - 

6C-GODAVARI HOUSE 

Consolation 2 : R.HASINI -6C -GODAVRI HOUSE 

Winners Of Hindi Poem Recitation  Competition: 

1st : AARUSHI TIWARI - 6G- KRISHNA HOUSE 

 AND   MANAV JAIN -6H- KRISHNA HOUSE 

2nd: SARA JASMINE- 6H- GANGA HOUSE 

3rd: DISHITHA - 6B- CAUVERY HOUSE 

Consolation 1: KANAK SAMANI -6H - GANGA HOUSE 



Inter—House Recitation competition  (Pre-primary) 

“Art is as Natural as Sunshine and as  vital as 

Nourishment.”                                                                         

* MaryAnn F. Kokl* 

An Inter House Art Competition was held  

virtually for the students of Grade-5.  Drawing 

and colouring are visual arts and these  

competitions allow students to uncover their nat-

ural talents in sketching and illustrations. This 

platform also allows for learning and growing as 

artists. To reiterate this an Inter House Art Com-

petition was conducted. The theme was " Music 

". Students participated very enthusiastically and 

put forth their 

 imagination which astonished the judge  

Ms. Satya. The criteria of judgement were  

 Relevance to the theme, Creativity and Overall  

visual appeal. 

Winners Of  Art  Competition: Grade 5: 

First - Janav Dugar -  5I  

 Second- G. Kanmani - 5B 

                 Lakshmi Akanksha -5G  

Third - Villohith. E - 5B  

             Haana Abhishek-5I 

Consolation 1 – Mohit - 5B 

                             Mayukh  Bhargav-5D 

Consolation 2 - Sai Vaishnavi- 5F  

                             Alaqmaar-5I 

An Inter house Language  

Recitation Competition 

was conducted for the  

students of grades 1 & 2 

where  they participated 

with a lot of  enthusiasm 

and performed well . 

‘Music is the literature of the heart, it commences where speech ends.' 

Words make you think,  Music makes you feel. A song makes you feel a 

thought. Music binds our souls, hearts and emotions and is the best 

method of relaxation. It cheers the spirit and lightens the heart. 

An Inter School solo singing competition was held virtually by Pallavi 

Model School, Bowenpally on 31st July 2021. 

The competition was divided into two categories-Patriotic and Classical. 

The judges for this competition were Mr. Sheik  Khaja Imdaad, the  

famous Carnatic vocalist, and Ms. Manju Rao, our music teacher and a 

playback singer. All the young maestros sang melodiously and made the 

competition a grand success. The judges were thoroughly impressed 

with their confidence, the tonal quality and the fervor with which the 

songs were sung. They shared their views about the competition and 

also gave their valuable suggestions to help the participants do better in 

the future. The results were as follows: 

CATEGORY - PATRIOTIC (Grades 5 - 7) 

1st Prize -   Mayukh Velgapudi, DPS  Nacharam 

2nd Prize - Anushka Biswas, St. Andrews  

3rd Prize - Akshara B, Pallavi Model School, Bowenpally &  

                  Shradha Singh, Sadhu Vaswani International School 

 

CATEGORY - CLASSICAL / SEMI-CLASSICAL (Grades 8 -10) 

1st Prize -   Sanjana C, DPS Nacharam &  

                    B. Sai Srived, Pallavi Model School, Bowenpally 

2nd Prize - P.B.Vidhyula, Sadhu Vaswani International 

3rd Prize - Swasthika Dhyani, St.Andrews. 

MIDDLE BLOCK 



Inter—House Recitation competition  



PRE -PRIMARY  ACTIVITIES   

Hands-on activities like Tearing, Sorting, Collage 
Work, Hand Print, Thumb Print and Finger print 
builds Fine Motor Skills. They allow kids to use 
their senses while learning as the kids see, touch, 
and move real objects to complete tasks. Kids learn 
control, communication, concentration and  
dedication to finishing tasks and problem solving 
skills. 

Making a collage helps the child build fine motor 
skills. It's also a fun way to encourage the child's 
awareness of colour and texture. And if we ask 
them about their collage, it helps their language  
development too. Freehand drawing will develop 
their thinking skills. 



ACTIVITIES 



Primary ACTIVITIES  

Students of Grade 2 displayed  various items and spoke 
few lines emphasizing the importance of personal  
hygiene. 

"Plants are our green friends" 
Students of grade 4  took some time to explore their  
surroundings  and collected a  few samples to study the   
various  parts of a plant . 

Maths Activity- 
Arranging in Ascending and Descending order: 
An activity on  Ascending and Descending order was  
conducted for the students of Grade 2 wherein the students 
arranged the real objects as per the instructions of the teach-
er. 

Poem 'Train' was  introduced to the students of grade 2 
with an activity wherein they visualised, drew and  
coloured the picture of a train. 

Students are appreciative and thankful for the services 

rendered by the community helpers. In this regard they 

showed their gratitude by gifting a Thank you card to 

the service providers. 

Students of Grade-2 displayed various food items and 

categorised them into different food groups and spoke 

about the importance of a balanced diet. 



ACTIVITEIS 

“No matter if it's Big or Small... each one  contributes 

towards a healthy environment”. Trees are the Treasures 

on this Beautiful Blue Planet. Telangana celebrates an Annu-

al festival of planting saplings and trees in the first week of  

July. It's a wonderful initiative by our Government to protect 

our Green Treasure. Vanamahotsav is carried with true spirit 

of belonging by each one of us. 

As a part of this initiative our little Environmental 

 Enthusiasts planted saplings showing great responsibility 

and accountability in aiming a green environment. 

Melting and solidification are the two phenomenas that 

frequently occur in nature and in many technological  

processes. 

To make the concept more clear Grade 5 students have 

shown the two processes by making candles using left 

over crayons at home.  

 All the students  participated enthusiastically and some 

beautiful home made candles were ready to use . This  

activity of melting and solidification not only made fun 

learning but also gave insights into the topic. 

An activity was conducted for the students using Oreo Biscuits to 

understand  the different phases of the Moon. 

SCIENCE ACTIVITY 



Reminiscing Picasso's quote, “All children are artists. The 

problem is how to remain one once we grow up.”- Doodling 

is one way people, artistically inclined or not can remain 

visual thinkers. 

Pallavi Model School, Bowenpally, held an online doodling 

competition for students on the occasion of World Emoji 

Day.  

The competition was based on doodle art and the theme was 

“Emoji.” 

The students of Grades VIII - XII had a great time turning 

their squiggles and doodles into beautiful pieces of art. 

Doodles give a unique insight into your artistic style, con-

veying parts of your personality not shown through other 

mediums of art.  

Doodling is a powerful tool and a form of expression that 

often triggers insights and discoveries that aren’t possible 

through words alone. 

This intricate depiction and striking attention to detail 

makes each piece unique and original. 

Each doodle was evaluated on the basis of artistic skills, in-

novative depiction and complexity. 

World Emoji Day is  

celebrated on 17th July eve-

ry year. Every emoji tells 

it's own story. Janav of 

Grade-5 depicted  emoji in 

the form of Poster using 3D 

shapes , icons . . 

“A step towards transferring knowledge  to skill”. 

Weaving Activity by students of grade VI 

Our future designers of Grade-6 showcased their weaving 

talent through the activity of weaving patterns. 

 The central theme of the activity is to strengthen their 

 understanding of over and under lapping as it applies to 

weaving. They applied knowledge of weaving to make 

beautiful patterns.  It increases their ability to focus and 

lengthens attention span. It also helps synchronize fine and 

gross motor skills. Students have come up with a number 

of beautiful designs with their creative ideas.  

A step towards transferring knowledge  to skill. 

MIDDLE SCHOOL 

SCIENCE ACTIVITY 



Please log in to : 

https://pallavi.studease.co.in to download the circulars, 
worksheets and other information. 

Please give your valuable feedback regarding  
 
 Transport  
 Academics  
 Teaching and Admin staff  
 Infrastructure  
to   pallavibowenpally@gmail.com 
 

 

Feedback  

  

Website:- http://pallavimodelschools.org/bowenpally 

Facebook:-https://www.facebook.com/pallavibowenpally  

Instagram:-  https://www.instagram.com/bowenpallypms/ 

https://pallavi.studease.co.in
http://pallavimodelschools.org/bowenpally

